GROUP LANGUAGE COURSES ONLINE

DA Siena group language courses are composed of 10 hours-long units and run from 3 students to a maximum of 8 students per class. Each lesson is 100 minutes long, for a total of 3 weekly meetings in a two weeks span; all learning materials are provided by the teacher. The cost of the single unit is 135€ (instead of 150 €), students reserving further units will benefit from an additional 15€ discount, therefore paying 120€ for the following 10 hours sets of lessons.

INDIVIDUAL LANGUAGE COURSES ONLINE

DA Siena individual online lessons can be reserved in 10-lessons sets in order to benefit PNAC's special price of 235€ (instead of 250€). Each lesson is 40 minutes long and is inclusive of all learning materials. The price also includes a preliminary short meeting aiming to set the linguistic goals and to plan the content of the following lessons.

TANDEM LANGUAGE COURSES ONLINE

DA Siena also gives the possibility to same-level PNAC students to reserve mini-group lessons for two for a special price by reserving a 10-lessons set for 200€ per student. Each class is 40 minutes long and includes all learning material. The price is also including of a preliminary interview in order to verify the feasibility of the tandem course depending on the language levels of the participants.